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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the middle of creating this Strategic Plan, Shade for Children celebrated the one-year
anniversary of “An Orphan’s Prayer”, which provides prayer partners with quarterly updates about
orphaned and vulnerable children in Ukraine. When a new partner, Kim, received the profile for Dasha,
a four-year-old orphaned heart surgery survivor, she wrote to us, saying, “I cried when I read about
her! Happy and sad tears. I love her already.” We can’t prove that children like Dasha were adopted or
fostered or returned home last year because of our prayers, but we believe in prayer, and we believe
children like Dasha have a hope and a future when communities and churches cherish them.
Shade for Children’s mission is “uniting churches and communities to cherish orphaned and
vulnerable children”. Good people the world over want to help orphans and Shade for Children helps
them be “on mission” whether through praying, by name, for an orphaned child, or sponsoring
initiatives to strengthen families. Shade for Children serves orphaned and vulnerable children, their
families, and families who want to adopt or foster such children.
This strategic planning process engaged a wide range of stakeholders and generated dozens of
ideas including priorities to develop a powerful network of advocates and donors, expand our services
to clients, grow our team of volunteers, strengthen our partnerships, and perhaps most notably, to
create a ministry to aged-out orphaned children. Ten percent of aged-out orphaned children (16-17
years old) commit suicide within a year of leaving an orphanage. (HH, 2020) We will not abandon
them!
Shade for Children is stable financially but must increase funding to meet the demand of the
rising number of families in crisis. COVID related economic conditions nearly doubled the number of
children living in poverty (UNICEF, 2020) and while we support the government’s deinstitutionalization

efforts, many families are not ready to receive children back from orphanages. Even as the government
is reuniting many families, it is also speeding-up the process of terminating parental rights where it is
unsafe for children to return home, creating greater demand for foster and adoptive parents. This
Strategic Plan positions Shade for Children to be a leader in mobilizing those parents in our region,
supporting reunited families, strengthening families-in-crisis, and uniting churches and communities to
cherish orphaned and vulnerable children.

PART 1. STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS AND STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
The Executive Staff, in a meeting January 14th, 2021, identified categories of Internal and
External Stakeholders. The three Internal Stakeholder categories are Shade for Children Staff, local
volunteers, and the soon-to-be installed Board of Directors. External Stakeholder categories are
Donors, Supporters (donors give financially and tend to be more engaged, whereas supporters have
not donated financially but probably receive a newsletter), Clients (which could be parents or children),
Partner Organizations, local Churches and community, and Government Agencies and Institutions. It
should be noted that the entire Board of Directors, identified below as “Internal Stakeholders”, also
hold the distinction of being “External Stakeholders” in the sense that they are all Donors.
Figure 1 illustrates the relative degree of influence and interest that different stakeholders
exert on Shade for Children. Exerting the highest levels of both influence and interest on the
organization is the local staff along with the Board of Directors. Other stakeholders occupying the same
quadrant include both Client stakeholders, and to a lesser degree the organization’s local volunteer.
The needs of the Client stakeholders drive the creation and execution of programs and strategies. Even
though the Staff and Board of Directors retain the highest level of control (influence), decisions are
primarily made in response to client needs. Almost all the local volunteers are Ukrainian and as such,
their recommendations and instincts about ministry are invaluable and are almost on par with staff
and the Board of Directors. The task of the organization is to work with stakeholders in the high
influence, high interest quadrant.
Stakeholders with a high level of interest in the ministry but not necessarily a high level of
influence include our Donor base. Shade for Children is fortunate to have a growing donor base that is
fairly engaged with our work (as evidenced by feedback from newsletters and participation in a

sponsorship-like ministry called, “An Orphan’s Prayer”). We are equally fortunate that thus far, they
have not attempted to exert control with their donations. The organization’s task with them is to keep
them informed.
Government and Institution workers (social service departments, Directors of Orphanages, etc.)
are often “gatekeepers” regarding access to clients (orphaned and vulnerable children and families-incrises). They tend to have little interest in Shade for Children or other NGO’s but because of
government regulations or simply because of their role as gatekeepers they tend to exert considerable
influence. The organization’s task with stakeholders in this quadrant is to satisfy them; to keep them
happy. Leadership at Shade for Children despises paying “bribes” but often it is necessary and
culturally appropriate to provide a “gift”, like a recent purchase of a color printer for an orphanage, to
grease the wheels to gain access to children. Seen another way, Shade for Children provided a
culturally appropriate gift and service to that orphanage and received favor (access, credibility,
goodwill) in return.
Local Churches, the local community, less engaged supporters, and our various partners tend to
exhibit low to moderate interest in and influence on our work that peaks when we are working
together on specific projects and wanes at other times. The organization’s task with them is to monitor
them, to simply keep an eye on them unless more attention is needed specifically when we are
working together. Shade for Children’s mission is to unite churches and communities to cherish
orphaned and vulnerable children, so part of this strategic planning process is to figure out how to
increase interest and influence among those two stakeholders.

Figure 1
Relative Levels of Influence and Interest of Stakeholders

Stakeholder map above adapted from LucidDOTcom
Figure 2 illustrates the interrelatedness of stakeholders and their relative importance. Essential
stakeholders include Donors, the Board of Directors, staff and volunteers, and the key clients. Without
any one of those stakeholders, Shade for Children would not exist. Important stakeholders include
Government and Institutions, Churches, Communities, with Partners and Supporters perhaps sliding in
and out of the Important and Interested dimensions.

Funding makes the wheels turn and without a solid donor base or other sources of income
there is no ministry. Technically, the management and distribution of donations is the purview of the
Board of Directors who forwards funds to staff and volunteers. Volunteers are accountable to the staff
who are accountable to the Board of Directors and the Board is ultimately accountable to donors (the
public). Staff provides ministry and services to clients who are primarily orphaned and vulnerable
children or foster and adoptive parents although to some degree, both churches and government
agencies are also beneficiaries of services. In exchange for services to government, churches, partners,
and the community, Shade for Children receives goodwill, publicity, and awareness, and in some cases,
more or better access to clients or resources.
Figure 2
Interrelatedness of Stakeholders

Stakeholder Map above adapted from SmaplyDOTcom and created at CanvaDOTcom

INTERNAL STAKEHOLDER QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESULTS
An Internal Stakeholder Survey was completed by both co-founders, two members of the
Board, and two volunteers. The survey was presented via email and messaging with a link to the form
at SurveyMonkeyDOTcom. The survey was bilingual in English and Ukrainian and took 3-5 minutes to
complete.
Internal Stakeholder Survey
1. In your opinion, rank our four current Goals from most important (1) to least important (4).
__Advocating for Family Preservation and Family Reunification
__Advocating for Domestic Adoption and Foster Care
__Orphanage Visitation
__Camps for Orphaned and Vulnerable Children
2. In your opinion, is there anything else you believe is just as important, or more important, than
the four items above?
3. In your opinion, what trends and developments, threats, and opportunities, do we need to
consider when setting priorities for the next 3-5 years?
4. What do you think are our greatest strengths?
5. What do you think are our greatest weaknesses?
6. Three to five years from now, what should be our 2-3 best or most important
accomplishments?
7. What will it take to accomplish such results? Think of finances, staffing, programming, etc.
8. What 1-2 things should NOT CHANGE moving forward?
Internal Stakeholder Survey Results
It was no surprise that our Internal Stakeholders ranked our four primary goals in order of
importance as they were presented above indicating that staff, volunteers, and the Board of Directors
agree about our primary goals. When asked if they thought anything else might be as, or more,
important than those four goals, the responses indicated the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Increase ministry to “aged-out” orphans (cherish orphaned and vulnerable children)
Increase our education efforts (advocacy)
Hold abandoned babies (orphanage visitation)
Ministry with street kids and homeless kids (cherish orphaned and vulnerable children)
More intentional evangelism (assumed because we are a faith centered, Christian organization)

These are all items the strategic planning process will consider but the short answer is:
Although there isn’t a specific goal associated with any of those items, all five are included either
within one of the existing four primary goals (as indicated parenthetically above) or could easily fall
under our general mission to “cherish orphaned and vulnerable children”.
Results varied regarding what our Internal Stakeholders thought were the trends and
developments in which we need to be aware. Multiple responses pointed to the changing government
environment and the government’s ongoing process of deinstitutionalization. Another important trend
here in Ukraine is the growth of surrogacy and how that might affect our work.
Internal Stakeholders generally agreed that our greatest strengths are our love for kids and our
genuine relationships with them and with other clients, and our consistent care, our vision, and our
experience. Stakeholders were almost unanimous in agreeing our biggest weakness is lack of
volunteers and budget constraints, followed by the need to strengthen relationships with government
agencies. Going forward, our stakeholders think our accomplishments in three-five years will include
having a “full-fledged” team, and successfully increasing the number of adoptive and foster families in
our region. They generally agree we will need stronger finances, a bigger team, and better
relationships with government agencies to achieve those accomplishments.
Lastly, our Internal Stakeholders admonished us not to change our vision and mission or let our
passion for Christ and children wane. Multiple respondents mentioned that we should continue with
our prayer ministry, “An Orphan’s Prayer”, and one respondent hopes we will continue to allow youth
and child volunteers be a part of our ministry because it helps them learn to care for others and to
serve.

EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESULTS
An External Stakeholder Survey was presented to six representatives that included two engaged
donors, two partners, one client, and one government worker again using a dedicated Survey Monkey
form. The survey was bilingual in English and Ukrainian. Both donors are in the USA, while the partners,
clients, and government worker are all Ukrainian. The survey was approximately three-five minutes
long.
External Stakeholder Survey
1. On a scale of 1-10 (10 is most important), how important is "Advocating for Family
Reunification and Family Preservation"?
2. On a scale of 1-10 (10 is most important), how important is "Advocating for Domestic Adoption
and Foster Care"?
3. On a scale of 1-10 (10 is most important), how important is “Consistently visiting children in
orphanages"?
4. On a scale of 1-10 (10 is most important), how important is “Providing camps for orphaned and
vulnerable children"?
5. In your opinion, is there anything else you believe is just as important, or more important, than
the items in 1-4 above?
6. In your opinion, what trends and developments do we need to consider when setting priorities
for the next 3-5 years?
7. What do you think are our greatest strengths?
8. What do you think are our greatest weaknesses?
9. How might you, or your organization, work more effectively with Shade for Children in the
future?
10. How can Shade for Children increase awareness of our services and programs?
11. Check all the programs or services with which you are familiar?
__ Camps for orphaned and vulnerable children
__ Skill Camps
__ Photo Albums for Orphaned Children
__ An Orphan’s Prayer
__ Advocacy/Support for Foster Families
__ Advocacy/Support for Adoptive and Pre-Adoptive Families
__ Christmas Angel Tree
__ Abandoned Baby Ministry
__ Weekly Orphanage Visitation

__ Advocacy/Support for Orphanage Grads
__ Children’s Puppet Theatre
External Stakeholder Survey Results
Like the results from the Internal Stakeholder Survey, our External Stakeholders also rated our
four primary goals (questions 1-4) from most important to least important in the order they were
presented. Regarding items thought to be as important or more important than those four goals,
responses again indicated a need to care for “aged-out” orphans, and more emphasis on families with
children. One response (like the Internal Survey) indicated more emphasis on sharing the Gospel.
Regarding trends and developments, our External Stakeholders described some of the same
concerns as the Internal Stakeholders, namely the changing government situation related to
deinstitutionalization. Regarding our strengths and weaknesses, External Stakeholders were almost
unanimous citing our love for kids and our consistency in ministry to them. One interesting response
was that they “love the puppet shows” (the puppet show always presents the Gospel and it’s a
tremendous platform to get into orphanages). Like the Internal Stakeholders, multiple respondents
indicated our biggest weaknesses as the smallness of our team and the difficulty of working with
government regulations and rules. One respondent indicated our lack of funding.
The question about how we can work together better or more resulted in great ideas. Three
respondents indicated they could dedicate more time to prayer or financially sponsor an activity. Two
external stakeholders (both partner organizations) indicated the need to stay in touch better and
collaborate more on projects. One external stakeholder (the orphanage director) indicated we could
organize several programs for kids in the summer (We hope she maintains that attitude because we
were denied multiple opportunities last summer due to COVID restrictions; we hope she will be so
agreeable once the restrictions are lifted).

Regarding how we can increase awareness of our services, multiple respondents indicated we
can do a better job with marketing, particularly on social media. One respondent suggested a video
series that can be shown in US Churches, he even contacted us to offer his help. The Orphanage
Director suggested we do more to let the regional government authorities know who we are and what
we are doing. Finally, most of our External Stakeholders are aware of almost all our current programs
and strategies. We wish we would have captured more information (names or other demographic
data) to better understand who was and was not aware of the programs that rated less than 100%
awareness).

STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKPLAN AND PROCESS
As a small organization still in the start-up phase, Shade for Children’s Executive Director has
led the strategic planning process. The Strategic Plan will be tendered to the Board of Directors for
revision and approval during the initial board meeting scheduled for late April. The Executive Director
utilized many of the worksheets available from Allison and Kaye (Strategic Planning Worksheet) and
proceeded with the following steps:
Step 1: Set Up for Success, Week 1. This step included determining goals and desired outcomes
from the strategic planning process, including establishing a timeline and prioritizing documents
needed to complete the project (Table 1). The Executive Staff concluded that this is a good time to
consider a three-five-year Strategic Plan with an emphasis on immediate growth (1-3 years) and the
following desired outcome: Shade for Children will have a roadmap to guide growth and ministry and
spending priorities for the next three-five years that would include contingency plans to account for a
fluid environment and variable funding. Even if the environment changes, that funding falls short or we
face other unforeseen changes, understanding our priorities will allow us to continue working with a
focus on that which is most important.

Table 1
Suggested Documents for Step One

Program-Related Documents
• Mission-Vision-Value Statements
• Program Descriptions
• Stakeholder Survey Results
• Data on major developments in the field
Financial-Related Documents
• Current and Past Budgets
• Recent Financial Reports
• Fundraising Results and Plans

Organizational Capacity Documents
• Newsletters
• Marketing Plan
• Cross-Cultural Management Plan
• Grant Samples
• Reports and Metrics
Leadership Documents
• Board Manual (includes background,
structures, Bylaws, Policies, etc.)

Step 2: Stakeholder Engagement, Weeks 2-3. During weeks 2-3 the Executive Director
conducted and analyzed Stakeholder Surveys and together with other staff, create an updated SWOT
Analysis for the organization. The desired outcome from the Stakeholder Surveys was to gather specific
answers to questions, to gather perceptions, and for Internal Stakeholders, to increase support and
buy-in. In addition to gathering answers and perceptions from External Stakeholders, we desired to
increase awareness for our ministry with all External Stakeholders and to develop more or better
collaboration (with partners, churches, communities, and government). The Internal Stakeholder
Survey included all Staff, the entire Board of Directors, and a representative sample of volunteers. The
External Stakeholder Survey included two-three representatives of each category of stakeholder. Part
of this process was to understand and address primary concerns of all stakeholders as depicted below
in Table 2.

Table 2
Stakeholder Concerns and Levels of Influence and Interest.
Stakeholders
Internal Stakeholders
Staff

Board of Directors

Volunteers

External Stakeholders
Engaged Donors and
Supporters
Passive Supporters

Clients- OVC

Clients- Families

Partners

Church & Community

Govt & Institutions

Primary Questions

Level of Influence & Interest

How can I make a difference in
the lives of the people we
serve?
How to prioritize our ministries
in terms of time and money?
Should we expand to include
more or different services?
How can we best govern and
support the ministry?
What’s the best way to fund the
ministry?
Do I really make a difference?
What’s the best way for me to
make a meaningful contribution
to the ministry?

High Influence; High Interest

Am I making a difference?
Is my money being used wisely?
Who are these people and what
are they doing?
Is there a way I could be
involved?
Am I invisible?
Does anyone know I exist?
Does anyone care?
Am I all alone?
Has anyone else been through
this?
Can anyone help?
Can this partnership advance
our goals and organization?
Do they understand us?
Is there a catch?
Can this organization advance
our ministry?
Is this a legitimate, helpful
organization?
Help or Hindrance?

Low Influence; High Interest

High influence; High Interest

Moderate- high Influence;
Moderate- high interest

Low Influence; Low-Moderate
Interest

Moderate-high Influence;
Moderate-high Interest
Moderate-high Influence.
Moderate-high Interest

Low Influence; Low-Moderate
Interest

Low-Moderate Influence; LowInterest

Relatively High Influence;
Potentially High Interest

Step 3: Mission, Vision, Values, Week 4- Review of Shade for Children’s Mission, Vision, and
Values statements.
Step 4: Environmental Scan, Week 4- A review of the orphan-care environment in Ukraine
which is undergoing rapid changes. Shade for Children supports the goal of deinstitutionalization of
children currently in orphanages. As those efforts at the government level evolve, Shade for Children’s
ministry will also need to evolve to support vulnerable children.
Step 5: Theory of Change and Program Portfolio, Week 5- A review and evaluation of current
programs and strategies.
Step 6: Create Business Model, Week 6- A review of Shade for Children’s financial records and
Marketing Plan for the development of a workable business model.
Step 7: Organization Capacity and Leadership Assessment, Week 7- Drawing from multiple
sources and worksheets several components of organization capacity were reviewed and updated.
Step 8: Week 8. Complete and submit to Board of Directors for review and implementation.

PART 2: MISSION, VISION AND VALUES

MISSION, VISION AND VALUES
The Vision of Shade for Children is, “No abandoned kids in Transcarpathia”.
The Mission of Shade for Children is, “Uniting Churches and Communities to Cherish Orphaned
and Vulnerable Children in Transcarpathia”.
Values (don’t miss the acrostic!)
Supremacy of Christ- Above all else, Jesus is Lord. We will convey in as many ways possible
and permissible that He alone is the way, the truth, and the life and that no one comes to the
Father except through Him.
Hope- Because of the hope we have in Christ, we will extend hope, including the hope we
have that God is a Father to the fatherless.
Accountability- We will be accountable to God, to those in authority over us, and to those
we serve.
Dignity- We will promote and protect dignity in every person we serve.
Excellence- We will work as unto the Lord in all we do and say.

REFLECTION ON MISSION, VISION, AND VALUES, AND SUGGESTIONS
A generally accepted definition of “Vision” is a picture of a preferred future, or stated another
way, “A Vision statement presents an image of what success will look like if the organization achieves
its purpose”. (Allision and Kaye, 2015). Shade for Children’s current Vision Statement simply states, “No
abandoned children in Transcarpathia”. We recognize the statement might present a problem in terms
of “measurability” and it might be unclear what exactly are “abandoned children”. To us, an
“abandoned child” is one that unnecessarily lives in an institution.

According to the Ukrainian Ministry of Social Policy as many as 92% of the children in residential
care have one or more parents or other immediate family (grandparents, aunts/uncles). (MSP, 2020).
The overwhelming majority of institutionalized children in Ukraine can be termed, “social orphans” and
reside in institutions for a variety of reasons, mostly related to poverty or substance abuse. Thirty years
removed from the former Soviet Union, (modern Ukraine gained independence in 1991), Ukraine still
suffers from a Soviet-era mindset that suggests the State is a better parent, than parents. As a result,
placing children in orphanages is too often a first choice, rather than a last resort.
The Vision of no “unnecessarily institutionalized children” leaves room for the probability, that
there will always be “institutions” and some children will always reside in such institutions. Currently,
about 17% of children in Ukraine’s 600+ orphanages are “disabled” (Hope and Homes, 2020). Ideally,
many of those children could return home if their families could receive proper social support but the
reality is that many of those children will continue to be institutionalized. Shade for Children’s work
focuses primarily on insuring that as many of those disabled children as possible along with the
remaining 83% of institutionalized children are returned to their home or placed in a loving family
through foster care or adoption. If Shade for Children is successful in achieving its purpose, then there
will be no unnecessarily institutionalized children in our region. The Vision of “no abandoned children
in Transcarpathia” might appear to be vague or not measurable but we like the emotional image it
conveys. For the time being Shade for Children will retain this Vision Statement.
Shade for Children prefers to define a mission a statement as, “how we’re going to get there (to
our vision)”. The current mission statement is, “uniting churches and communities to cherish orphaned
and vulnerable children”. Some authors and writers insist that a mission statement must include an
answer to the question, “why do we exist?”, but we think such a statement here is not necessary.
Shade for Children has an answer to that question that is sometimes used as a “tagline”- the reason we

exist or the reason we do what we do is because, “there’s no better place for a child than in a family”,
or stated negatively, “an institution is no place for a child”. We think anyone that reads the vision and
mission statements will understand that to “cherish orphaned and vulnerable children” is to act in their
best interest and what is in the best interest of an orphaned child is to be placed in a loving family.
What’s in the best interest of a vulnerable child is to protect the child and prevent that child from
being placed in the black hole of a government institution. We are a Christian organization. We believe
the work of serving orphaned and vulnerable children and their families should come first through the
church and if the common maxim is correct, that “it takes a village” to raise children, then we want to
rally communities to be that village in which orphaned and vulnerable children are cherished in our
region.

MISSION DRIFT THREAT ANALYSIS
“Mission drift is the slow and insidious shift away from the original mission, purpose, and
identity of an organization.” Greer and Horst write, in their award-winning book, Mission Drift,
“Mission True organizations know why they exist and protect their core at all costs. They remain faithful
to what they believe God has entrusted them to do. They define what is immutable: their values and
purposes, their DNA, their heart and soul.” (Greer and Horst, 2015). They offer several suggestions to
help organizations remain “mission-true” such as, recruiting, and engaging mission-true donors, hiring
mission true employees and board members, and remaining anchored to the local church.
Nonprofit specialist, Dr. Andrew Sears, in a video for City Vision University, identified the threat
of mission drift and secularization as one of about a dozen “low-risk” threat-factors for small to
medium sized nonprofits. The presumption is that mission drift is a low risk in smaller, younger
organizations because founding leadership is still highly engaged. (Sears, 2019) Because the founders
of Shade for Children are the only current staff and are very “hands-on”, because the current 1st

generation Board was recruited by the founders, and because working with local churches is built into
the mission statement, the current risk of mission drift and secularization is quite low but not zero.
The greatest threat for mission drift lies in securing funding for camps and other activities.
Shade for Children has encountered at least one grant-funding source and one crowdfunding platform
that will not allow “proselytization” or religious instruction forcing Shade for Children to either forego
those funding opportunities or to re-write projects in a way that is acceptable to the funders. While
Shade for Children is a firm Faith-Centered organization (Sider and Unruh, 2004), some services offered
are legitimately “Faith-Secular” partnerships with little or no “religious” component. Care must be
taken to discern when it is acceptable to agree to restrictions in programming to receive funds. One is
reminded that Jesus told his disciples as he sent them out “on-mission” to be “wise as serpents and as
innocent as doves” (Matthew 10:16) The aforementioned crowdfunding description was re-written in a
way that highlighted the “Faith-Secular” activities and downplayed the “Faith-Based” aspects of other
activities; the grant request was rejected because we refused to eliminate the prayer and worship
services we believe are integral to our camp experiences.
There are other threats to Shade for Children not related to mission-drift or secularization. 1)
Because Shade for Children works especially close to vulnerable children, the Executive Director has
instituted stringent policies (informed by Ministry Safe and the Christian Alliance for Orphans) to
safeguard children and staff from misconduct or even the appearance thereof. Those policies are
subject to revision by the Board but will surely be a part of the organization in some form. 2) Even
though the current revenue stream is relatively low, financial policies are important for integrity and
accountability. Shade for Children currently possesses a Gold Seal of Transparency from GuideStar and
has been vetted by GlobalGiving.

The Wesleyan Quadrilateral suggest inherent dangers for each of four faith traditions. The
dominant religious structures in

Figure 3

Western Ukraine are Ukrainian

Wesleyan Quadrilateral Risk Profiles

Orthodox and Greek Catholic,
both strongly “Traditional”,
whose risk is “cultural
irrelevance”. While many of
Shade for Children’s volunteers
come from the “Experience”
and “Scripture” quadrants, most ministry recipients come from the “Tradition” quadrant. Shade for
Children’s founder and executive director is a former Southern Baptist Youth Pastor with a MDiv from a
Southern Baptist Seminary and as such, sits firmly in the Scripture quadrant. The Co-founder comes
from a typically Ukrainian Charismatic Church in which the risk is “unhealthy chaos”. Perhaps the cofounders’ risks offset one another: Scripture brings balance to Experience and reduces the chaos and
Experience tempers the rise of legalism. Part of Shade for Children’s work in Ukraine involves advocacy
and education which involves considerable interaction with those from the Catholic and Orthodox
traditions. Their risk is “cultural irrelevance” and judging by their often-apparent lack of concern for
orphaned and vulnerable children and families in crises, the risk is reality. Many times, they are
“Christian” in name only and display little regard for the Scriptural mandates to minister with orphaned
children held so dear by Shade for Children.
Finally, Shade for Children’s growth is limited by lack of funding and maybe marketing. There’s
no real threat that Shade for Children will cease to exist due to lack of funding, the founders are
missionaries, and the work would go on, albeit at a much-reduced scale. Growth however is limited

without adequate funding which might be a function of a lack of marketing as illustrated in a current
OCAI profile in Section 4, Figure 7.
PART 3: SITUATIONAL ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS
3.1 SWOT ANALYSIS
FIGURE 4
SWOT Analysis for Shade for Children January 2021

SWOT worksheet adapted from Mindtools DOT com

3.2 THEORY OF CHANGE AND LOGIC MODEL
Shade for Children’s Vision is “No abandoned kids in Transcarpathia”, and our mission is
“uniting churches and communities to cherish orphaned and vulnerable children”. Taken together our
vision and mission point to an ultimate impact or goal in which orphaned and vulnerable children are
cherished and there are no unnecessarily institutionalized children in the region.
It is important to define the following terms, Outcome, Outputs, and Inputs. An Outcome is
“the humanitarian value that an organization expects to produce, such as increasing adoptions. To
achieve an outcome, you must create outputs, which describes who is affected—directly and indirectly
and how, and Inputs can be described as strategies, activities, or interventions”. (adapted from
WickedProblemsDOTcom,2020) Shade for Children posits five Medium-Term outcomes, followed
parenthetically by short-term outcomes as follows and visualized below in Figure 5: Shade for Children
Theory of Change.
•

Families preserved because services and resources strengthen families so that they never get
to the crisis-point of surrendering their children or forcibly losing their children to social
services. [Through training, referrals, and direct support, families, (parents/adults) can learn
and strengthen skills, including parenting skills and job skills, can access necessary resources,
and can develop meaningful relationships through churches and in the community].

•

Families Reunified because services and resources strengthen families so that they can regain
custody of children currently in the orphanage system. [Through training, referrals, direct
support, and through relationships in churches and the community, families (parents/adults)
can rectify whatever deficiency caused the loss of their children so that those children can be
returned to their home and family].

•

Increased Adoptions and increased Foster Families [Through advocacy and support, together
with churches and the community, potential adoptive and foster parents are recruited and
guided through the process to obtain State certification leading to increased adoptions and
foster care families].

•

Relational/Social Safety Nets for OVC [by building and strengthening a network of churches
and communities based on genuine, long-term relationships so OVC understand they are not
alone].

FIGURE 5
Shade for Children Theory of Change January 2021

Assumptions
A relationship with Christ is transformative. Stakeholders
at every level should be exposed to the Gospel and
experience SHADE (our values).
An institution is no place for a child; the best place for a
child is a safe, happy home.
It is difficult, if not impossible to correlate outcomes with
any one output or input.
Funding and Partnerships make the wheels go ‘round.

External Factors
Deinstitutionalization Movement
Resistance to deinstitutionalization
Post-Soviet mindset and myths
Poor Economy in Ukraine; Better wages abroad
driving parents to abandoned children.

3.3 SUMMARY EVALUATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL PROGRAMS
One of the assumptions in our Theory of Change is, “It is difficult, if not impossible to correlate
outcomes with any one output or input.” In fact, it is largely true that the actions of Shade for Children
alone are not sufficient to effect the ultimate change we are working toward. We want our advocacy
programs such as presentations and trainings and lobbying and direct support to help families remain
intact or move potential adoptive or foster parents to action or provide orphaned and vulnerable
children with the relationships and social safety nets needed to thrive, but it is difficult to present a
concrete progression of outputs that lead to the ultimate outcome. For example, we love “An Orphan’s
Prayer”. We believe prayer makes a difference. We mobilized more than one hundred and thirty prayer
partners in 2020 to receive profiles of 15 orphaned children four times a year and last year we
witnessed five children adopted and two return home from an orphanage to live with her mother, but
it would be impossible to attribute those results to our prayer ministry alone.
On the other hand, we were moved late last summer by a plea for help from a sister
organization, Heritage Ukraine, about the needs of a vulnerable child they serve who has a severe
medical condition. We trusted our expertise in fundraising and created a crowdfunding campaign for
that child’s benefit and successfully raised funds, purchased the medicine, and had it shipped to
Heritage for distribution. In that instance there was a direct progression from inputs to outputs to
outcome.
Oftentimes our presentations, especially those made in local churches, result in immediate calls
to action for volunteers to join us in another ministry, such as our orphanage visitation program. In
those cases, we can count the number of participants, the number of respondents (to the call to
action) and the number who follow-up by receiving additional training and then join a team. In the best
of times those numbers dwindle significantly from one progression to the next and unfortunately, due

to COVID restrictions, we held no such presentations in 2020. The table below summarizes, in general,
the results of key programs in 2020.
Table 3
Summary of 2020 Programs/Activities
Program
AdvocacyPresentations &
Training
AdvocacyCollaboration &
Referral
Advocacy- Direct
Aid
AdvocacyLobbying

2020 Outputs
Orphan Sunday
Presentation,
Participation in
national Seminars
Partnership with
Heritage Ukraine

2020 Outcomes
Provided material for Orphan
Sunday for 4 churches,
conducted 1 presentation, Staff
participated in online seminars
Raised $700 with Heritage
Ukraine for vulnerable children

Notes
COVID restrictions
shut-down most
presentations and
trainings.
Partnerships were
restricted by COVID

Aged-Out Children
and Foster Family
Support
Ukraine Without
Orphans

Sponsored aged-out OVC for
Winter Camp, Provided
support for 2 foster families.
Signatory for govt petitions,
called attention to irregular
local social service practices;
co-sponsored a billboard
Approximately 12 families (16
children) served

Missed a Foster Family
Camp because of
COVID.

Christmas Angel
Tree

3 Churches,
approximately 10
Donor Families

Orphanage
Visitation

1 Baby Hospital and
2 Orphanages

An Orphan’s
Prayer

130 Sponsors
engaged; 15
children profiled

OVC Camps

Church Partnership

Significantly lower
donor and recipient
participation due to
COVID
Weekly visits, monthly birthday Weekly visits severely
parties, delivering personal
curtailed due to COVID,
protection equipment, bought day camps canceled.
a color printer
10% increase in sponsor list,
Lack of visits hampered
avg 50% open rate; Six Children maintain photos and
on the list adopted or fostered profiles; Gained a
or returned home.
Google AdGrant for
nonprofits valued at
$120,000 to promote
this ministry.
30 children attended camp
Residential Camps
including 10 OVC from local
limited in participants
foster families
and day camps
cancelled due to COVID

Photobooks for
Orphaned
Children
Puppet Theatre

Aged-Out
Initiatives

Adoptive
Parents/Families

Delivered five photobooks for
children who were adopted.

Orphanages
(children and
workers),
volunteers
Aged-Out OVC

Engaged 3 teenage volunteers
in 3 shows in two locations.

Productions and
locations both limited
by COVID

Various support for 2 aged out
OVC

This will be a new
program.

Even in a year (2020) so adversely affected by restrictions imposed by COVID, it is clear there
are significant shortfalls in our activities and participation. We have simply failed on many occasions to
keep useful records. For example, we have failed to enumerate key statistical data associated with
many of our programs. We have rarely taken “roll” at a training session and we need to do that for
follow-up purposes. That will be among the recommendations of this strategic plan. It would be helpful
to create a Logic Model for each program in the table above to better understand the causal elements
at each stage of the progressions.
Counting participants at presentations where there is a specific call to action, such as joining a
team, would be easy to track and compare later, possibly leading to more effective calls to action or a
change in our presentation. We are in the process of developing and maintaining “Case Files” for
recipients of services. For example, while we have not had a program or strategy specific for “AgedOut” orphaned and vulnerable children in the past, we have been serving them as part of our overall
mission and vision. We are currently ministering with four teenage girls whom we knew when they
were in an orphanage that we regularly visit but “aged-out” last Spring. Maintaining Case Files will
allow us to track our services and make better referrals for them in the future. Another program that
allows for easy statistical tracking (or participation, if not outcomes) is “An Orphan’s Prayer”. Because
we use MailChimp to email the quarterly profiles we can easily track open rates. Part of our Marketing

Plan is creating an email sequence to move participants in that program to become donors in the
future.
The Ukrainian Government is in the early stages of a ten-year deinstitutionalization plan. That
gives Shade for Children a concrete timeline to accomplish part of our work and gives us a timeline for
when environmental changes will force us to pivot. As more children leave the orphanages, we may
shift away from “Orphanage Visitation” to provide even more support for families and for aged-out
orphaned and vulnerable children. This is not quick work. The wheels turn slowly and there is
widespread resistance to deinstitutionalization. We see long-term changes happening in slow
incremental steps and sometimes we experience the phenomena of “one step forward and two steps
back”.
Shade for Children has done a poor job tracking program success rates across various
demographic factors and that needs to improve drastically. A few demographic factors that
immediately come to mind are race and gender. Oft-cited statistics regarding aged-out children in
Ukraine suggest that 10% of aged-out kids commit suicide and 70% of the girls that leave an orphanage
end up in prostitution in their first year while an equal percentage of boys end up in organized crime.
We have not seen these statistics correlated with race and ethnicity. Throughout Western Ukraine, the
Roma (Gypsy) populations lag in every economic and educational category and are victims of systemic
racism. They make up a disproportionately high number of children in local orphanages (perhaps as
many as 75% of the kids we see in orphanages are Roma when only 5-10% of the general population
are Roma). Which kids are committing suicide and why? Which kids are most at risk for being sex and
labor trafficked after age out?
Clearly there are several significant implications from our program evaluation on our strategic
plans that need to be further explored. At the very least we see the following priorities:

•

Better data tracking in most programs, including demographic data

•

Further developing our Case Files

•

Possible elimination or combining of some programs

•

Expansion of some programs

Program Portfolio Descriptions
•

Presentations and Training on a wide-range of subjects to create awareness and

educate churches, communities, and clients about various aspects of orphan-care. Examples
of past presentations include training about holding abandoned babies at a local hospital,
Adverse Childhood Experiences and Childhood Trauma, Orphanage Visitation Orientation,
Camp Worker Training, MinistrySafe Training (sexual abuse policy training), and Navigating
Social Services to become a Mentor, Foster Parent, or Adoptive Parent.
•

Orphanage Visitation Teams- We mobilize, train, and deploy teams to regularly

visit orphanages. Our unofficial mantra is that we want teams of trained Ukrainians to visit the
same kids, at the same time, in the same place, on the same day of the week, every week until
those kids have families or until Jesus comes back. That consistency is one of our distinctives.
Organizing teams to hold abandoned babies every weekday is included in this program.
•

Advocacy & Direct Support- We provide limited direct support to clients ranging

from organizing babysitting for foster families, providing food parcels to needy families, etc.,
and raising funds for large initiatives (purchasing a vehicle for a foster family).
•

Collaboration and Referrals- As a part of Ukraine Without Orphans,

Transcarpathia Without Orphans, and the Transform Uzhhorod Alliance, we maintain a network
for referral services and lobbying.

•

An Orphan’s Prayer is a child sponsorship program without the monetary

component. Instead of soliciting money, we solicit prayer for orphaned and vulnerable children
that we know. We send quarterly pictures and updates so that the sponsors can “follow” the
children for as long as we can follow them through the orphanage system. We believe prayer
makes a difference. We think (although it’s not proven yet) that many sponsors will eventually
become financial donors. We wonder if there might be a need (or a benefit) to sending physical
updates instead of email updates?
•

Yearbooks for Orphans- Children in orphanages have few pictures of their

childhood. Since we visit children every week anyway, we regularly take pictures and maintain a
file for each child. When we learn that a child is being adopted, we create a beautiful photo
book to give the adoptive parents. Most Orphanage Directors we work with approve of this gift
which gives us an additional platform for visiting the orphanages and there’s always the
possibility that the appreciative parents will become donors.
•

Children’s Puppet Theatre is a partnership with an incredible Hungarian Ministry

that professionally produces seasonal puppet theatre productions that explicitly share the
Gospel. The program is approved by the Ukrainian Ministry of Education so we have an
automatic platform to get into schools and orphanages that might otherwise be closed to us.
•

Camps for Orphaned and Vulnerable Children- We conduct Christian camps and

“Skill Camps” (sewing camp or carpentry camp) for orphaned and vulnerable children, usually in
partnership with local churches.
•

Christmas Angel Tree- We work with city social services to identify families at

risk and then we work with several churches and a few businesses. A distinctive of our Angel
Tree (especially with the churches with which we work) is that we expect the church or donor

to meet with the recipients, to begin to build a relationship that is necessary to build
Relational/Social Safety Nets and share the Gospel. We also encourage the donors to provide
gifts to the parents rather than directly to the children; we want to promote the dignity of the
parents to give their children gifts rather than simply receiving a handout.
•

Lobbying- While we don’t conduct “professional” lobbying, we certainly are part

of bigger movements seeking to effect change at the government level by being signatories to
pertinent petitions and legislation and by maintaining contact with Mykola Kuleba (President’s
Ombudsman for the rights of Children).

3.4: FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
BUDGET HISTORY AND PROJECTIONS

The Program Revenue and Expense Worksheet in Appendix 1 outlines the historical financial
data for Shade for Children’s first two years of operation (2019 and 2020), along with 2021 to-date
(February 2021) as well as a projected budget for 2021. As would be expected there is a significant
difference between the partial year of 2019 and the first complete year of operation in 2020. At the
same time, 2020 was a year significantly impacted by COVID restrictions that severely hampered many
program areas. The 2019 budget only truly supported one program area. From August to December
Shade for Children accumulated about $1200 in general funds but in December engaged in a major
end-of-the-year crowdfunding campaign through a “Giving Incubator” at GlobalGivingDOTcom. During
the month-long incubator, Shade for Children competed against other nonprofit organizations for total
donations as well as numbers of unique donors. We were allowed to contribute towards our own
campaign, so Shade for Children donated $1100 (designated for our Photobook project) in a successful
effort to boost our donation total and both meet our incubator goal and earn matching funds. That
money was returned to us (minus 10% fees but with a matching bonus of over $800) in January 2020.

Revenue from individual donations rose sharply from $1248 in the partial year of 2019 to just
over $7000 for 2020. Restricted Crowdfunding revenue accounted for about 43% of 2020 revenue in
which $3500 was restricted for OVC Camps, and $1900 was restricted to Photobooks for Orphans.
Program Expenses and Organizational Expenses combined to exceed income by $13, a slight loss for
2020. Programs that were expected to generate even greater expenses included Presentations and
Trainings, Orphanage Visit Teams, and OVC Camps, all of which were reduced because of COVID
restrictions. Incidentally, because activities were curtailed, we also spent less time and effort raising
funds via crowdfunding. We spent more for our Direct Support ministries than we anticipated but we
also believe those expenses will continue to rise in the future, maybe even becoming our main expense
if the Ukrainian government successfully deinstitutionalizes children currently in orphanages.
Looking to the remainder of 2021 we are projecting a 25-30% increase in individual donations
and we are researching Grant funding opportunities, especially for our OVC Camps that we project to
be at full strength by the summer of 2021. We conducted just one camp in 2020 and we are planning
at least two camps in 2021. We anticipate doubling our expenses for direct support and for orphanage
visitation teams in 2021. We project a huge increase in “restricted crowdfunding” revenue in 2021 due
to a recently launched campaign to raise $10,000 to purchase a used vehicle for a foster family. We
also expect $15,000 in “other revenue” from a new fundraising program that will be conducted by our
Board of Directors called an “Autumn Awareness Event” in which each of our five Board Members is
expected to raise at least $3000 each during a one-night event in October.
As the 2021 To-Date (Feb) column suggests, we were fortunate to start the year with a late
2020 (December) influx of donations (credited to the account in January 2021 because we use a Cash
Accrual method of accounting). That is an important nest-egg that will need to be increased with
crowdfunding income as summer approaches to pay for camps. From a Cash Flow perspective,

operations could be tight until late in the year when we receive funds from the Autumn Awareness
Events.

MATRIX MAP AND SUSTAINABILITY ANALYSIS

The Matrix Map below (Figure 6) is perhaps our favorite visual combining data from three
sources; program revenue, program expense, and mission-impact or importance of the program based
on a classic Macmillan Matrix where each program is “rated” on a scale of 1-5 by the executive staff
(considering “fit” with the organization, economic viability, degree of coverage by other organizations,
and our competitive advantage). The size of each circle indicates program expense, while the position
indicates both profitability and relative impact or importance to the organization. Each quadrant
represents a “strategic imperative” based on mission-impact and profitability. (NPQ, 2020) The
strategic imperative of programs in the upper left quadrant, indicating high mission-impact but low
profitability is, “keep and celebrate, but contain costs”. The strategic imperative of programs in the
upper right quadrant, indicating both high impact and high profitability is, “invest attention and
resources and grow if possible”. The strategic imperative of programs falling in the lower right
quadrant represent low mission-impact but high profitability and should be “fed”. Finally, programs
falling in the lower left quadrant indicating both low mission- impact and low profitability should be
“closed or given away”.

FIGURE 6

MATRIX MAP

TABLE 4
Analysis and Recommendations Actions Based on Figure 6 Matrix Map
Business Line
An Orphan’s Prayer

Quadrant &
Imperative

Description and Recommended Action
We love this ministry and expect it to grow. We started
with 15 Child Profiles in February 2020 and launched with
125 sponsors. To date, five of the original 15 children
have been adopted, two have been reunited with family,
and two have entered foster care. We believe in Prayer.
In 2021 we plan to increase to 25 Child Profiles and
increase sponsors to 500. We anticipate that many
sponsors will eventually become Donors and eventually
move this program to the upper right quadrant. We
recently earned a Google AdGrant for Nonprofits valued
at $120,000 per year to promote this ministry.

OVC Camps

Orphanage Visits

Aged-Out Initiatives

Maintaining profiles is time consuming but within our
capabilities. Expenses include maintaining accounts with
MailChimp and ConvertKit. Future expense will include
printing physical children’s profiles for use at Autumn
Awareness Events, but we expect a considerable return
on that investment.
We love camps but unless we someday acquire our own
camp property, camps will never be profitable. We must
subsidize camps from fundraising activities as Ukrainians
cannot cover total camp costs (a large portion being
facility rental). COVID restrictions greatly reduced camp
ministry in 2020, limiting us to just one camp. We hope to
resume with two camps in summer in 2021.
We have an adequate base of volunteers as we generally
partner with local churches who work alongside Shade for
Children. Skill Masters (usually paid professionals) are
plentiful and generally eager to serve for short-term
projects such as a week-long Skill Camp for OVC.
This is probably our most visible ministry. The strategic
imperative suggests containment of costs, but we want to
expand this ministry both in scope and scale (number of
teams and size of teams). This ministry is entirely
dependent of fundraising to subsidize expenses (mostly
transportation costs and supplies, etc.) COVID restrictions
in 2020 limited visitation to just one small team.
We want to double orphanage visit volunteers every year
for the next three years. Recruiting volunteers is difficult
for a weekly ministry but future sustainability from a
workforce standpoint depends on adding several weekly
volunteers.
Shade for Children has provided limited support for
“orphan grads” as part of our larger mission to “cherish
OVC” but until this strategic planning process we did not
have a specific strategy to address their needs. This is a
new ministry resulting from both stakeholder feedback
and a natural outgrowth of having long-term
relationships with children in orphanages and not being
willing to abandon them once they “age-out”.
This ministry is dependent on fundraising with no “client
fee” anticipated.
The growth and effectiveness of this ministry will be
highly dependent upon partnerships with other NGO’s,

and having a broad base of volunteers, so we can make
logical and beneficial referrals.
Puppet Theatre

Christmas Angel Tree

Photobooks for
Orphans

Fundraising

We love this program because it gives us an automatic
platform to enter orphanages (and schools) because it is
approved by the Ukrainian Ministry of Education, and
because every presentation includes a clear proclamation
of the Gospel. The ministry was severely limited by COVID
restrictions in 2020 but we anticipate a full schedule of 34 presentations per year in 2021 with each presentation
generally held in 4-6 locations.
This ministry generates zero revenue and is entirely
dependent on fundraising. This ministry requires 3-4
volunteers and so far, we’ve been able to recruit
teenagers from local churches, which is a great ministry in
itself!
In collaboration with the Uzhhorod Social Service
Department, we mobilize several churches and
businesses who in turn mobilize individuals to provide
Christmas gifts for at-risk children in at-risk families. This
ministry was severely limited by COVID restrictions in
2020. We anticipate 5-10 businesses and churches to
participate in 2021 with 50+ families in need.
The ministry requires minimal funding and volunteer
support.
Although the strategic imperative suggests investment
and growth, we will only minimally invest in or grow this
program at this time. This ministry requires maintaining
photo files and contact with orphanage directors, so we
are aware of when children are within 30-45 days of
being adopted.
Creating the photobooks is labor intensive but within the
capabilities of the current staff. The restricted funds
currently available for this ministry should last 2-3 years.
Fundraising, through donations and crowdfunding, is our
“cash cow”. We need to continue growing our donor base
and seek additional sources of revenue.
In late 2020 we earned a nonprofit Google AdGrant worth
$120,000 per year to promote the organization. The
addition of “Autumn Awareness Events” will directly
involve the Board of Directors in funding efforts and
provide about 30% of funding for 2021.

Advocacy/
Direct Support for
Foster & Adoptive
Families
Direct Support for
Orphanages
Direct Support for
Family Preservation &
Reunification

Curiously, all our “Direct Support” work fell close to the
line between “love it or leave it”. We anticipate direct
support for family preservation and foster families to
increase dramatically as Ukraine moves toward
deinstitutionalization. We would like to reduce direct
support for orphanages. These ministries, along with
Aged-Out Initiatives could become our core programs in
3-5 years.
We are committed to collaborating with other
organizations for referrals but so far, we work with a
limited number of families which is within our capabilities
to provide support.

Advocacy/
Presentations &
Training

Within 3-5 years we anticipate significant growth both in
foster/adoptive families, and in the number of families-incrises (preservation) so we need to develop robust
assessment devices to determine if/when to refer or to
directly support. We have the leadership capacity for this
growth, but not the funding.
We consider Presentations and Training an important
element of our organization, but we recognize there are
other organizations and individuals better qualified for
many subjects. This activity does produce some revenue
but will never be self-sustaining.
Like our Direct Support work above, we are committed to
partnerships and referrals.

Lobbying

We will not engage in lobbying activities alone but always
in conjunction with other organizations better equipped
and with stronger voices to affect impact. Expenses are
minimal, mostly partnering with other organizations to
sponsor billboards or other media.

Program evaluations to this point suggest the following top priorities for enhancing sustainability:
1. Increase and diversify donor base- Previous Marketing Analysis suggest the current
donor base is derived almost entirely from long-term relationships with married
Christians aged 40-60. We need new (previously unknown to us) and younger donors for
sustainability in monthly donations.

2. Increase and diversify funding- We are overly dependent on crowdfunding for specific
projects resulting in restricted accounts and posing the threat of donor fatigue. We want
to explore the possibility of creating a Joint Venture, Business-As-Mission enterprise.
3. Expand Volunteer Base- Apart from a good volunteer base for camps (short duration)
we have difficulties recruiting and retaining long-term volunteers needed for weekly
ministries such as our Orphanage Visitation Teams and Abandoned Baby Visits. We
recognize the difficulty for many Ukrainians to take half a day off work on the same day
every week. We can recruit a different demographic (pensioners) or possibly move to a
Saturday visitation schedule.
4. Develop stronger partnerships for Direct Support and Training ministries- We have a
good network of partners, but we need to expand it and be constantly on the lookout
for new partners who can meet specific needs where and when we are not equipped to
do so.
5. Develop Assessment and Case File systems for Direct Support that includes
demographic and longitudinal tracking- We have only rudimentary assessment tools
and case file management systems, so research is needed to find and adapt, or create
the tools necessary to adequately assess clients and maintain useful records.
In three-five years, we anticipate a shift towards more Direct Support for families-incrises, foster and adoptive families, and for “Aged-Out” orphans, because of government
deinstitutionalization efforts. Our Photobook project, and perhaps “An Orphan’s Prayer” may
be rendered obsolete and that’s ok. We will continue to provide camps but perhaps with
greater emphasis on foster and adoptive children and probably “Family Camps” for foster and
adoptive families. We expect there will always be some institutionalized children, although
more of them might be disabled children as they unfortunately get left behind in the
deinstitutionalization effort. If there are institutionalized children, we will continue weekly
orphanage visitation. Though not among our top priorities, we would like to own our own camp
property in the future and own a “Center” to support OVC and their families.

FINANCIAL STRATEGY RECOMMENDATIONS

As previously mentioned in our strategic priorities above, the financial implications of the
current assessment of the Program Portfolio indicates a need to increase and diversify funding in the
following ways:
1. Increase and diversify Donor Base and Donor Support- We plan to use our Google AdGrant
for Nonprofits to generate interest in the organization (and in particular, “An Orphan’s
Prayer” program) and use an email marketing sequence to move interested individuals to
the level of “donor”. We also anticipate transitioning some of the founder’s long-time
mission supporters to supporters become of the organization.
2. Seek Grant Funding- We plan to seek grant funding for our OVC Camps in particular, and for
some of our Direct Support work.
3. Create a Joint Venture- We want in the next 2-3 years to create a Business as Mission fastcasual restaurant which will generate funds for Shade for Children.

Financial objectives include being financially solvent, that is, not in debt and able to meet
emergency funding needs. Historically (over the past two years) we have found that having at least
$1000 surplus is adequate to meet most emergency funding needs. We see no reason to adjust that
amount at present. Cash Flow has not been an issue in the previous two years but could become an
issue this summer (2021) in anticipation of conducting an extra camps for orphaned and vulnerable
children. Beyond 2021, a surplus from our annual Autumn Awareness Events should help prevent the
following summer’s cash-flow issues. The founder and director has reasonably good education and
skills to maintain current accounting but will probably need to employ outside services once annual
expenditures begin to exceed $50,000 (amounts greater than $50,000 require filing IRS Form 990). The
Co-founder has education and background in professional accounting but is less familiar with US-IRS
regulations and banking than Ukrainian accounting.

3.5. EVALUATING AND PLANNING FOR ORGANIZATION CAPACITY
PRIORITIES FROM ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVELY MANAGED ORGANIZATION ASSESSMENT

1.

Increase Administrative Planning Capacity
The number one priority identified from the Elements of an Effectively Managed

Organization Assessment is to create a three-five-year strategic plan which will necessarily
include the following elements: Annual Plans for all major programs, metrics and evaluation
criteria for all major programs, effective feedback mechanisms for donors and clients, and an
updated and implemented marketing plan that was developed in 2020. The following programs
should have a written annual plan prepared during the last quarter of each year for the
following year:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocacy- Trainings and Presentations for Clients and Volunteers
Advocacy- Direct Support for Foster and Adoptive Parents
Advocacy- Direct Support for Family Preservation & Reunification
Aged-Out Initiatives
Orphanage Visitation
Camps for OVC

It might be helpful to develop a standardized form that can be updated each year.
There is an abbreviated “Strategic Plan” in the 2020 Board Governance Manual and key
components have been captured in various sections of this strategic plan. Most of the programs and
strategies already in place include some SMART Goals, but again, there’s a need for more robust
metrics and evaluation processes.
2.

Prepare to increase Human Resource and Leadership Capacity
Another item identified in the Elements of an Effectively Managed Organization

Assessment is for Shade for Children to develop a comprehensive set of policies and
procedures, along with complete job descriptions and evaluation procedures, and a well-

researched salary structure for future employees. These policies and procedures will necessarily
include accounting and tax structures.
Shade for Children currently has no paid employees but several human resource policies
and even some job descriptions were created in the 2020 Board Governance Manual. Many
more policies are needed for a future that will include paid employees. While we don’t feel the
need to have everything in place right now, it’s not a bridge we want to cross when we get
there. This is a priority to be addressed over the next two years but not immediately.
3.

Prepare to increase Infrastructure Capacity
Since its inception, the founders of Shade for Children have dreamed of operating a Day

Center for at-risk children and teens and possibly a camp facility. While we don’t anticipate
building or renting such structures for at least three years, now is the time to consider our
future needs and possible uses for such facilities which will necessarily drive funding needs. The
imperative right now is preparation. Much planning and research needs to happen in the next
12-18 months.
4.

Develop and implement a funding plan to carry us into the future
•
•
•
•

We need actionable plans to expand and diversify our donor base and increase our
yearly donations.
We need to pursue grant funding more aggressively.
We need to develop a fee structure for future client services.
We want to further explore our Joint Venture, business as mission opportunity.

ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
DEVELOPMENT AND FUNDRAISING

Current Fundraising is almost entirely dependent on crowdfunding campaigns for specific
projects such as camps, influxes of one-time gifts during peak giving seasons (end of the year), and a

small number of monthly donors, most of whom have transitioned from giving directly to the
“Mission” work of the founders to the organization.
Long-Term Objectives
Long-term objectives include Increasing and diversifying the current donor base and level of
support. Action should be taken to increase the donor base by 10% per year for the next three-five
years. The donor base needs to be diversified. A 2020 Marketing Plan revealed that 95% of current
monthly donors are age 50+, married Christians, and personally known to the directors for 10 years or
more. There is a tremendous need to attract and retain new and younger donors for long term
development and funding. Shade for Children should also begin to create appropriate fee structures
for client services such as workshops and training, and future Resource Center/Day Center activities for
families and children, and Shade for Children should monitor existing camp fees to keep them current
with prevailing norms for Christian Youth Camps in Western Ukraine. Shade for Children should also
pursue grant funding for select projects. Beginning in Autumn 2021, each member of the Board of
Directors will be responsible for hosting a one-night, in-home event to increase awareness and raise
$3000 per event. Shade for Children wants to invest in a Joint Venture enterprise creating a businessas-mission fast-casual restaurant in Uzhhorod, Ukraine that will initially donate 10% of net profit to
Shade for Children with the possibility of increasing yearly donations according to the viability of the
business.
Current Resources, Expenditures Needed, and Priorities in the Next Few Years
Current resources include the time and contacts to research comparable agency fee structures
and time and expertise to develop more concrete plans for a Day/Resource Center necessary before
pursuing funding. A Business Plan for the Delta Blues Fast-food Factory should be completed by mid-

2021 and could be funded via Angel Investors and opened in Spring 2022. All current marketing
subscriptions (MailChimp, etc.) are adequate for future marketing strategies.
Executive Summary Recommendation from a Grant Writing Course
•

Before seeking grant funding for any program, it is necessary for every detail of that
program be as close to perfect as possible. Shade for Children needs to “flesh-out” in
exacting detail the programs for which grant funding will be pursued.

•

Pursuing the right funder is equally critical to avoid being a “grant-chaser” and to increase
not only the possibility of grant funding, but to develop a relationship with the funder.
Shade for Children should prioritize the programs/ministries for which grant funding will be
sought as follows: Camps, Direct Support, and Capital Improvements (to fund purchase or
rental or property and equipment)

HUMAN RESOURCES

There are currently no paid employees at Shade for Children. According to Ukrainian law, once
any funds go through a Ukrainian Bank Account associated with the Ukrainian organization then the
Executive Director must receive a Ukrainian minimum wage which necessitates paying appropriate
income and social security taxes. To date, Shade for Children in Ukraine has covered expenses using
funds in the US bank account and thus avoiding the expense of paying the (volunteer) Executive
Director and associated taxes.
Long-Term Objectives
Long-term objectives include paying the Executive Director as well as hiring additional
employees. Shade for Children is at least two years away from hiring employees and that dependent

on opening an office and/or Day Center. According to a chart in the 2020 Board Governance Manual,
Shade for Children anticipates, at some point, hiring the following positions:
•
•
•
•

Camp Director
Volunteer Coordinator
Training Specialist (multiple)
Day Center Director and multiple employees

When Shade for Children begins paying employees or purchasing or renting property, it will be
necessary to open a Ukrainian bank account, at which point, the organization will also be required to
pay the Executive Director and accompanying taxes for all positions.
Current Resources, Expenditures Needed, and Priorities in the Next Few Years.
Shade for Children should, in the next year, write detailed job descriptions and develop policies
and procedures in advance of hiring employees. Some job descriptions and evaluative material were
written for the 2020 Board Governance Manual. Shade for Children needs to keep abreast of Ukrainian
employment tax laws.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND CULTURE

Shade for Children is currently a mom-and-pop operation with an engaged (yet removed by
5000 miles) Board of Directors, and a handful of volunteers who are also friends with “mom and pop”.
The current organizational structure and culture is small, warm, and family-like very much in the Clan
Culture on the OCAI assessment (Figure 7) with a significant emphasis on hierarchy reflecting the
founder’s administrative personality. As is evident from the OCAI, the organization hopes to retain the
warm, ministry-based focus while become more externally focused by expanding slightly into both the
market and hierarchical quadrants.

Long-Term Objectives
Long-term objectives include retaining a small, warm, ministry-focused, personable feel, but be
perceived as creative, market-sensitive, and professional. An OCAI (eventually expanded to include
input from future employees) should be undertaken yearly to evaluate current and preferred
organizational cultural growth as we grow.
Current Resources, Expenditures Needed, and Priorities in the Next Few Years
As the organization grows with additional long-term volunteers and/or employees, Shade for
Children needs to be intentional about creating the culture we desire. Summer Camp is an excellent
team-building tool since we are working in close quarters for an extended time. Many of our activities
such as orphanage visitation is by nature a “team” activity. We need to be intentional even in those
times to strengthen our culture.
Questions for Further Discussion or Research
Would there ever be a need to hire an outside consultant to assist our team building?

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS/MARKETING

Shade for Children possesses excellent rapport and personal relationship with the core base of
donors and utilizes monthly newsletters as well as various social media to keep donors well-informed.
Weaknesses exist however regarding marketing to gain new donors and marketing to clients. In the
first two years of operation, Shade for Children relied largely on referrals from other organizations and
word-of-mouth testimony to generate clients.

Long-Term Objectives
Long-term objectives include the implementation of the marketing plan that was written in
2020. The plan originally called for the goals to be achieved in 2021 but are here expanded to cover the
next three-five years.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve and expand social media presence in both English and Ukrainian highlighting all
organizational goals and achievements.
Optimize Websites.
Create a Ukrainian language website directed at potential clients.
Multiply “An Orphan’s Prayer” subscription rate from the current 130 subscribers to
more than 1000.
Increase recurring donor base by at least 10% per year.
Develop proper sequencing to nurture interested donors and An Orphan’s Prayer
participants towards becoming one-time and recurring donors.

Current Resources, Expenditures Needed, and Priorities in the Next Few Years.
The resources necessary to achieve these objectives include time and money, both of which
Shade for Children possesses already. The second website designed for clients has already been
obtained, it just needs development. Many of the social media related suggestions from the 2020
Marketing Plan are already being implemented. Shade for Children already has subscriptions for email
(MailChimp), planned social media content (Hootsuite), and Graphic Design (Canva). Shade for Children
recently obtained a Google AdGrant for Nonprofits valued at $10,000 per month that will be used to
increase subscription rates for An Orphan’s Prayer.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Shade for Children has a robust donor management system that allows for a variety of
management and reporting functions. The sustainability assessment in Section 3.4 identified a need to
develop assessment and case file management systems for our direct support work that includes

demographic and longitudinal tracking. We believe we have found a suitable tool in Charity Tracker
(wwwDOTCharityTrackerDOTcom).
Long-Term Objectives
Long-term objectives include utilizing the Charity Tracker Case Management system to track
direct support to individuals and organizations, generate a variety of reports, and create and track
outcomes. We are excited about this tool. Shade for Children should develop more meaningful Key
Performance Indicators (KPI’s) and further develop a yearly report for donors and clients.
Current Resources, Expenditures Needed, and Priorities in the Next Few Years.
The Charity Tracker system cost $30 per month and is well worth the investment. We began
using it in February 2021. Shade for Children uses a web-based application called, “Yearly-Report”
which is both easy to use and generates a graphically beautiful report or presentation (see a draft
sample: https://yearly.report/from/#/shade-for-children/bigpicture).

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT

From the very beginning of operations Shade for Children has desired to someday operate a
Resource Center and perhaps a camp facility which could possibly be in one facility. A sister
organization, Heritage Ukraine near Odessa, Ukraine owns such a facility on a compact 1-hectare
property (http://heritageua.org/). We’ve often said we want to be like Heritage when we grow up!
Long-Term Objectives
Long-term objectives include writing at least a draft operational plan and a draft business plan
for a Day Center/Office and a Camp Facility which includes identifying property uses and equipment
and staffing needs. We should continue to regularly monitor local and regional real-estate for locations

and prices for appropriate property. Shade for Children will need to develop a comprehensive program
portfolio for such a Center before seeking grant funding. Grant Funding for Capital Funds are
notoriously difficult to find.
Current Resources, Expenditures Needed, and Priorities in the Next Few Years.
Based on current real estate prices and our desire to operate a facility like the one owned by
Heritage Ukraine, we need funding in the $300,000-$400,000 range. The priority is to create the plan
first and develop a funding model. We think having a specific property in mind would propel the
fundraising effort, but we understand that finding property first and then pursuing funding is risky
since the property might not remain available throughout a fundraising cycle.
Questions for Further Discussion or Research
What do we want to do with the property? Should we rent or own? The lead founder is 57
years old, what’s the projected lifespan for the organization?

PLANNING AND EVALUATION

Several aspects of planning and evaluation were revealed in recent reports (2020 Marketing
Plan, 2020 Board Governance Manual). Several tools are in place to aid planning and evaluation
beginning with personnel evaluations in the Board Governance Manual, and several KPI available
within our social media operations, our donor management system, and our new client/case
management system.
Long-Term Objectives
Long-term objectives include learning how to use the metric capabilities of the various
resources already being used such as MailChimp and Hootsuite and The Charity Tracker for the benefit

of increasing organizational efficiency and to keep our donor base and other funding sources
adequately and accurately informed. The first Board-led personnel evaluation of the Executive Director
is still a year away.
Current Resources, Expenditures Needed, and Priorities in the Next Few Years
At the present time we don’t anticipate needing to add any other expenditures or tools; we just
need to prioritize figuring out how to best utilize what we have. The Board will need to evaluate how
the Executive Director evaluation process worked and will be responsible for tweaking the process if
necessary.
Questions for Further Discussion or Research
Can we find someone to help us figure out what we need to evaluate and report and the best
way to do so?

3.6. LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
PRIORITIES FROM LEADERSHIP ASSESSMENT SURVEY

The top three priorities identified in the Leadership Assessment Survey include 1. Board
Leadership and Governance, for the obvious reason that they haven’t been legally and formally elected
yet, 2. Fundraising and Planning for Sustainability because funding is an ever-present issue, and 3. Staff
Development, because we need to create plans and processes now and be ready for the time when we
hire staff.
Even though the Board has yet to meet and be duly elected, we expect to have a qualified and
engaged Board of Directors. The founder and Executive Director will serve as the first Board President
for a two-year term and thereafter the Board will elect its own Board President. Such an arrangement

will allow the founder to shape and develop the Board. One of the Board’s priorities in the first
meeting will be to revise and adopt the policies set-forth in the Board Governance Manual, and
thereafter to revise or adopt new policies and procedures as needed. Once duly installed it will be the
Board’s responsibility to draft many of the staff development policies alluded to in the third priority
above.
The second priority is Fundraising and Planning for Sustainability. This too will be a major focus
for the new Board of Directors. Built into the new Board Governance Manual are written expectations
for the Board to assume a leadership role in fundraising and planning for sustainability. Board
Members are expected to be donors and they are expected to be personally involved in fundraising.
Shade for Children’s Executive Staff is excited about the breadth and depth of experience the new
Board will bring to planning and fundraising.
The final priority is Staff Development. The new Board will oversee the development of many of
the policies regarding staff, but the Executive leadership team (founders Lena and Clinton) will bear
most of the responsibility for on-the-ground training and development. They already have considerable
experience developing a volunteer staff and we anticipate our first paid staff members to come from
our volunteer ranks. Many of the same policies already in place governing volunteers will apply to paid
staff.
Finally, contemporary wisdom suggests that we need to identify our weaknesses (top three
priorities?) and then work on those but we’re not sure we agree when it comes to individual leadership
development. We generally think it’s more profitable to strengthen your strengths and find someone
else who is better equipped to handle your areas of weakness. Consider this example where the
Executive Director doesn’t like accounting and rates himself a 1 or 2 on a 10-point scale. It makes more

sense to recruit someone that loves accounting and is good at it (an 8 or 9/10) to handle accounting
than for the current Director to expend time and money to advance from a 2 to a 3/10 accountant. We
want to identify strengths and build on those more than we want to build on weaknesses.

BOARD DEVELOPMENT AND EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

As mentioned elsewhere, our Board still has not met for the initial Board meeting in which the
Board will be legally elected, and the Bylaws and Policies in the Board Governance Manual revised and
adopted. As the founder of the organization and the primary writer of the Board Governance Manual,
the Director has a tremendous appreciation and understanding of the governing and legal roles and
responsibilities of a Board, but also has high expectations for them. The founders want the Board to
feel as much ownership of the organization as they do, and they want to entrust that responsibility to
them...but maybe not just yet! The Founder/Director will remain as the Board Chair (non-voting) and
as the Executive Director for the first two years following our first Board Meeting. It is written into the
Bylaws that the Director will step down as a Board Member and expect the Board to elect a Chair at
the end of two years. Doing so will allow the founder/director to retain a great degree of ability to
shape the organization while it is still in its formative/startup phase and allow time to educate the
Board with the expectation that they will govern the organization with deep respect and
understanding of the founding principles which hopefully keep Shade for Children moving in the right
direction.
The current Executive Director is highly committed to personal and leadership development,
hence the pursuit of an MBA in Nonprofit Management. The Director is equally committed to
continuing education relative to social work and child development and is committed to passing that
knowledge to both volunteers and staff. The Board will be responsible for adopting appropriate
evaluative measures and conducting yearly performance review of the Director.

STAFF TRAINING/DEVELOPMENT AND SUCCESSION PLANNING

On the Leadership Assessment Survey, we checked every box as “unable to judge” because we
do not currently have any paid staff. However, by rephrasing the first statement as a question for the
future we can develop a philosophy for Staff Training/Development and succession planning, as
follows:
How can we do a good job attracting and retaining competent staff members? The answer
begins with passion. We want to find people that are as passionate as the founders about the vision,
mission, and values of Shade for Children. In seeking to attract people who share our values we are
almost assured of attracting fellow believers, Christians who are active in their church and actively
engaged or interested in serving orphaned and vulnerable children, their families, and their caregivers.
We are fortunate to have a (yet) small but dedicated base of volunteers. Hiring from our volunteer
base will be a priority. As for retaining competent staff members, we will use many of the same
incentives that we currently use for volunteers, namely, we will strive to honor them both in fair,
above average wages, and respect, and by reinforcing their sense of making a difference. Like many
volunteers or staff involved in nonprofit work, we expect our staff and volunteers to have deeper
motivations for serving than simply earning a paycheck.
The rest of the statements on the survey provide an outline for developing staff and planning
for succession. In advance of hiring staff within the next two years, each of the following bullet points
should be fleshed-out with concrete plans and written and approved policies. In some cases, such as
conflict resolution and performance appraisals, some policies have already been addressed in the
Board Governance Manual.
•

We will be intentional about staff training and development through relevant training,
coaching/feedback, and consistent performance appraisals.

•
•
•
•
•
•

We will anticipate the skillsets we need on staff to achieve our strategic priorities.
We will plan for smooth transitions by planning for inevitable staff departures.
We will nurture a culture that encourages learning and experimentation.
We will nurture an organizational pace that encourages reflection and long-term thinking.
We will strive to always keep staff well informed.
We will openly and directly resolve conflict.

CROSS-CULTURAL MANAGEMENT AND DIVERSITY

Our organization exist in two realms- a US 501(c)3, and a separate Ukrainian organization. The
US Board does not reflect the community we serve, but it does well reflect our donor base both
economically and in experience with orphaned and vulnerable children. The Ukrainian organization is
not required to have a "Board" as the Executive team is considered the Board. In that respect, Lena
White, a native and lifelong Ukrainian, is the Executive Director and Board President while Clinton is
the Operations Director and a Board Member. We could surmise that the Ukrainian Board is equally
balanced between Ukrainian and American, however that alone is not sufficient to adequately
represent the interest of our client culture. Shade for Children will need to be diligent and cautious
about addressing the concerns of a significant portion of our client base. Many of our clients are
families-in-crises, and orphaned and vulnerable children. Shade for Children needs to carefully build-in
feedback mechanisms to better understand the needs of the most vulnerable of our clients. There is a
possibility in the future that volunteers or paid staff will come from those ranks as we build long-term
relationships. For example, we can envision spending time, perhaps years, nurturing a relationship with
an orphaned child who eventually ages-out and continues to receive our services, who eventually
starts “giving back” by volunteering on our ministry teams or is eventually employed by Shade for
Children.
On a personal level, the American founder and Director for the US organization identified the
following areas to be aware of in terms of cross-cultural intelligence. The Director (Clinton)

understands that his lack of language proficiency is the number one cause of weaknesses across all the
communication related dimensions (communication, evaluating, persuading, etc.) and needs therefore
to continue learning the language in both formal and informal context. Clinton possesses high Cultural
Intelligence (CQ) Drive and CQ Knowledge and good instincts relative to CQ Action. He needs to
improve his CQ Strategy by going beyond simply, “trusting his gut” to applying his Drive and Knowledge
by learning and practicing the ability to adjust plans based on correctly understanding cultural cues and
context.

PART 4. STRATEGIC PLAN PRIORITIES
COMPETING VALUES FRAMEWORK
FIGURE 7
OCAI Profile for Shade for Children (February 2021)
Figure 7 is a the most current
Organizational Culture Assessment
Instrument completed by the two
founders/directors from the perspective
(as much as possible) from the
organization rather than a personal
perspective. In theory, the red shading
indicates the current position relative to
the four quadrants (Clan, Adhocracy, Market, and Hierarchy) depicted in the OCAI, while the blue
shading indicates a preferred position. The fact that the current and preferred profiles are so close is
likely an indication that no swift action is needed (Cameron and Quinn, 2006) and as a start-up

organization, Shade for Children is growing at a pace and in the directions desired by the
founders/directors.
That Shade for Children’s dominant culture (both current and preferred) is in the Clan Quadrant
is no surprise as the founders both hail from a vocational church-ministry background. The Control
Quadrant (Hierarchy) weighs in as the second strongest quadrant, reflecting additional internal focus
as well as the Director’s naturally cautious and detailed nature. There is a strong desire to build the
organization step-by-step and in order. The preferred scale indicates a desire to grow even more
structured, but also grow externally in the Market Quadrant. The need and desire for solid recordkeeping and tracking as well as the need and desire for increased funding and an increase in both the
donor base and client base are reflected here.
The OCAI profile alone seems to indicate desire to grow more stable and more externally
focused while only slightly reducing the flexibility in both the Adhocracy and Clan quadrants. Shade for
Children identified approximately 250 recommendations that were condensed to the 15 Core
Strategies below (Table 6). The relative surface area covered in each of the preferred quadrants above
compared to the percent of effort recommended by the 15 Core Strategies compares favorably as
described below.
Relational Goals (Cooperate) (33 %) CLAN
The differences between the “current” and “preferred” situation on the Organizational Culture
Assessment Instrument (OCAI) indicate an insignificant and non-urgent desire to reduce the “clan”
component but to do so at all might result in the organization becoming less focused on the people
being served. Five of the 15 recommended Core Strategies are in the Clan Quadrant including two top
five priorities. Each of the five strategies strengthens the organization’s relationship with stakeholders,

especially external stakeholders such as our clients, partners, and donors. The two strategies related to
completing operational plans for future ministries will necessarily include sections about
staff/employees so internal stakeholders are also addressed as well as the goal for doubling volunteers
for orphanage visitation which will expand and strengthen relationships with clients and volunteers. In
every goal we will strive to adhere to our vision, mission, and values to ensure the spiritual vitality of
the organization.
Entrepreneurial & Innovation (Create) Goals (13%) ADHOCRACY
While the OCAI suggest a minute reduction in the Adhocracy quadrant, the surface area
covered in that quadrant suggest a continued, but albeit small, footprint within the quadrant. Notably,
the top two priorities from the 15 recommended Core Strategies are in this quadrant. Based on
stakeholder input, research about the grim statistics for orphanage graduates, and personal experience
and relationships with kids who are aging-out of orphanages points to the need for a new ministry
strategy targeting aged-out orphans. This goal could probably fit comfortably in the Clan Quadrant
given its relational nature but as a newly created ministry it is better to consider it as an innovation.
Likewise, the use of a significant Google AdGrant for Nonprofits (valued at $10,000/month)
presents an opportunity to grow our recognition, and, to grow the subscription rate for “An Orphan’s
Prayer”. The strategy of growing An Orphan’s Prayer is a good standalone strategy, but from a business
model perspective, Shade for Children believes a significant portion of subscribers can be nurtured to
become donors and is perhaps the best opportunity to grow the donor base among the target
demographic needed to sustain the organization.
Operations, Governance & Risk Management Goals (33%) HIERARCHY

The OCAI indicated the Hierarchy Quadrant is one of two areas where Shade for Children
desires to grow, though no Hierarchy connected Core Strategies placed among the top five priorities.
An organization still in the start-up phase needs to establish stability, thus there are three of fifteen
recommended goals in this area (and five more below in the Market quadrant). All three goals relate
specifically to client management. Shade for Children needs a way to track clients and the type of
support that is provided, and then the organization needs to utilize that information to establish a
baseline of support for future budgeting and strategic decisions, and the organization needs to create a
standardized procedure for determining the type and amount of support that can be rendered. Such
policies/procedures will reduce the risk of showing favoritism, provide for equitable treatment of
clients, and enable better allocation of resources. One preliminary caveat that has been discussed is
the desire to prioritize existing relationships, especially with families of children we’ve known in the
orphanages.
Funding & Sustainability (Compete) Goals (20%) MARKET
As mentioned above, a move into the Market Quadrant of the OCAI also indicates a desire for
more stability and a need for an increase in sustainable funding. Specifically, this section includes two
strategies aimed at increasing exposure to both donors and clients and expanding and diversifying the
existing donor base. The strategy targeting clients ranked as a top-five priority. One strategy calls for
expanding camps for Orphaned and Vulnerable Children which is not a money-making enterprise but
should lend itself to an increase in grant funding. Finally, there is a strategy to complete a business plan
for a joint venture enterprise that could conceivably provide 10%-50% of current and projected funding
levels for the next three years (but a smaller percentage if Shade for Children begins operating a day
center 3+ years or more in the future).

TABLE 6
Recommended Core Strategies for Shade for Children 2021-2023+
CORE STRATEGIES
Proposed
Strategy/Smart Goal

Assumptions,
Facts, Values
supporting the
strategy.

Potential
obstacles to
implementing
this strategy.

Response to
obstacles and
Short-term
priorities to
overcome
obstacles.

Triggers that
might
encourage
reevaluation
of this
strategy.

We have at least 3
presentations
ready for video
production.

Translating and
editing might
take more time
than we think.

We need to
produce at least
one as soon as
possible to
determine time
involved.

Recommended by
government
partner. We need
to schedule an
initial meeting.

They may not
care; they may
not give us a
meeting.

If they don’t
care, then we
can work more
closely with
individuals that
do care.

If we can’t
produce one
video per
quarter, then
either
outsource or
reduce
output.
Indifference
on their part.

Develop Operational
Plans for an Office/Day
Center/Resource Center
for OVC and families-incrises by the end of
2021.

There are limited
facilities in our
region providing
these services.
We’ve seen the
success that
Heritage Ukraine
has with their
facility.

Funding is a
huge obstacle.
Research will
determine if it’s
better to rent
or own.

Renting or
possibly
seasonal
operation could
be less
expensive.

If research
indicates that
someone else
is, or can,
better provide
our services
then we punt.

Develop Operational
Plans for owning a camp
property to serve
orphaned and vulnerable
children by the end of
2021.

Like above. Need
to research
options. Currently
we rent and we are
limited in several
ways.

Cost and
location of
land;
government
regulations for
camps can be

Continue
renting; perhaps
enter a longterm lease
agreement with
an existing
facility.

Research and
potential
funding will
determine if
this is too
costly to
pursue.

Clan/Collaborate 33%
Develop four (quarterly)
online presentations for
clients beginning
Quarter 2, 2021.
#4 Top Priority

Strengthen partnership
with government
authorities by providing
quarterly feedback of
our activities beginning
Quarter 2, 2021.#5 To
#5 Top Priority

Double volunteers for
orphanage
visitation/baby hospital
every year for the next 3
years (2021-2023).

Adhocracy/ Create 13%
Expand an Orphan’s
Prayer subscription rate
to 1000 by end of 2022.

Team is too small;
time is a major
constraint for
many potential
volunteers.
Volunteer pool
from churches is
large.

costly and
strict.
Finding a time
when average
Ukrainians can
volunteer for 46 hours.

Different teams,
different
schedules. Be
flexible.

Extended
COVID
protocols or
government
restrictions
could limit
visitation.

Seek additional
training or
outsource;
Recruit engaged
Board Members
or fundraisers.
Add Aged-Out
kids to “An
Orphan’s
Prayer” for
exposure and
prayer;
Continue
building
partnerships.

Less than 25%
ROI. Ie, fewer
than 125
additional
subscriptions.

Google AdGrant
($120,000/year)
and Board of
Directors’ Autumn
Awareness Event.

Lack of
expertise with
AdGrant; Board
not engaged.

We already know
these kids; we
can’t turn our
backs on them
now. Stats are
horrendous
regarding the fate
of aged-out
orphans.

Funding.
Relationships
with other
organizations
that can
provide
services that
we cannot.

Market/Compete 33%
Increase marketing to
donors by posting at
least three social media
posts per week, 12
monthly email
newsletters, an online
yearly report, and a
printed annual report.

Enough content
and subscriptions
to various social
media platforms
and graphic
production
software.

Maintaining
fresh content;
staying current
and disciplined.
Interacting with
subscribers.

Maintaining a
database of
material, relying
on social media
posting calendar
(angie
genslerDOTcom)

A substantial
decrease in
subscription
rates (10%
unsubscribe)
or significant
reduction in
open rates
(less than 20%
open rate).

Expand and diversify
support base (newsletter
subscriptions) by 20%
per year and donor base
(unique financial donors)

Current Donor
Base is too
homogenous and
aging. Use Google
AdGrant and

Lack of
personal
relationship via
Google
AdGrant or

Get current
donors to make
referrals;
Involve Board of
Directors

Seek Board
intervention if
efforts is less
than ½ of goal
(i.e., less than

#1 Top Priority
Create a ministry
strategy for targeting
aged-out orphans
beginning Quarter 2,
2021.
#2 Top Priority

If someone
else does it
better or
bigger then
we can just
refer services.

by 10% per year 20212023.

referrals from
current donors to
expand donor
base.

even via
referrals. Need
referrals and
personal
meetings.

through Autumn 12% increase
Awareness
in
Event.
subscriptions
and/or less
than 5%
increase in
unique
donors).

Increase marketing to
clients and volunteers by
posting relevant
Ukrainian social media
posts 2-3 per week and
launch a Ukrainian
language website with
downloadable/streaming
resources no later than
July 1, 2021.

Currently NO
Ukrainian language
marketing for
clients or
volunteers;
Resources are
readily available.

Only time and
effort; no real
obstacles
except we may
not be able to
scale-up for an
increase in
clients.

Trust our donor
base to respond
to increase need
for services;
seek additional
grant funding.

If we are
overwhelmed
with clients
that we can’t
help or refer
then we might
scale back on
marketing; go
back to word
of mouth.

Expand Camps for OVC
by doubling the number
of camps for the next
two years (2021,2022).

Plenty of
opportunity for
expansion; 2020
was abnormal due
to COVID
restrictions.

Extended
COVID
restrictions.
Funding.
Facilities.

Limit our camps
to whatever we
can get away
with. In 2020,
only 1 camp.

We won’t
have a choice
in COVID
restrictions
continue.
Facility
availability is a
bigger factor
than funding.

Complete joint venture
business plan for
presentation to investors
by July 1, 2021.

Need additional
No real
research, and time. obstacle except
Will have a team of time and effort.
entrepreneurs in
town in April and
May.

Could outsource
research or set
aside specific
time to finish.

If our situation
drastically
changed,
especially
financially,
nulling the
need for
funding.

Implemented.Need Not being
to complete
disciplined to

Accountability
to Board and

If we don’t
keep it up to

# 3 Top Priority

Hierarchy/Control 20%
Implement Client
Management System

(Charity Tracker) to
manage client case files,
establish baseline
support, and track
outcomes beginning
February 2021.

entering data
retroactive to
January 1. Need to
be disciplined to
regularly enter
data.

update file. Not
creating
outcomes
(later). Not
using to guide
decisions.

public using
KPI’s and
dashboards.

date for more
than 2 months
or use it to
guide
decisions,
then we’ll
drop the
$30/month
subscription.

After establishing a
baseline of support for
families throughout
2021, to increase
support to families to
reduce the number of
institutionalized children
in our region, beginning
Jan 2022.

A year’s worth of
collected data will
enable Shade for
Children to better
allocate resources
to support
families.
Discipline to
maintain records.

Discipline to
maintain
records.
Funding to
increase
support.

Accountability
to Board for
presenting data.
Reduction or
reallocation of
support.

If funding,
simply isn’t
available to
increase
support or if
the need
decreased.

Develop Policies for
distribution of resources
to clients by the end of
2021.

Support is arbitrary No real
and needs to be
obstacles other
standardized.
than time and
effort.

Accountability
to Board.

No funds;
More
referrals.

PROGRAM PORTFOLIO AND PLANS
Our Theory of Change analysis in Section 3.2 specifies that our vision, mission, and values point
to an “ultimate impact or goal in which orphaned and vulnerable children are cherished and there are
no unnecessarily institutionalized children in the region.” To that end, we recommend modifying the
original four “focus ministries” or “Goals” (Advocate for Family Preservation/Reunification, Advocate
for Adoption/Foster Care, Orphanage Visitation, OVC Camps) to the following three foci (Goals):
•

Advocate for Family Preservation & Reunification
To include Presentations and Training, Collaboration and Referrals, Advocacy and Direct
Support for families-in-crises, Lobbying, and Angel Tree.

•

Advocate for Domestic Adoption & Foster Care
To include Presentations and Training, Collaboration and Referrals, Advocacy and Direct
Support for adoptive/foster families and potential foster/adoptive families, Lobbying, and Angel
Tree.

•

Build Safety Nets for OVC
To include Orphanage Visitation, An Orphan’s Prayer, OVC Camps, Photobooks for Orphans,
Puppet Theatre, Angel Tree, and Aged-Out Initiatives.
Most, if not all the strategies, objectives, and tactics described elsewhere will remain the same

as does the Theory of Change visually displayed in Section 3.2, Figure 5.
The existing program portfolio encompasses all three newly described Goals, but stakeholder
analysis, statistics regarding the fate of aged-out orphanage graduates, and personal experiences and
relationships with kids who have aged-out of orphanages indicates the need for a new Strategy within
the “Build Safety Nets for OVC” Goal, which for now is simply referred to as, “Aged-Out Initiatives”.
Aged-Out Initiatives will be a ministry to teenagers that age-out of orphanages allowing us to continue
existing relationships at a critical time in their lives; a time in which we can’t simply “turn-off” the flow
of ministry whether in relational terms or spiritual/emotional/social/financial/spiritual terms. We
don’t know yet what all such a ministry will entail but we understand it could be a long-term focus.
BUSINESS MODEL AND FINANCIAL PLANS
Section 3.4 describes at least five recommendations (and three methods) to improve the
financial stability and sustainability needed for Shade for Children to thrive in the next 3-5 years and
beyond. Three of the fifteen recommended core strategies above address these recommendations,
namely, to increase and diversify the donor base, and explore the possibility of a joint-venture
enterprise in the next 2 years. Not specifically included in the 15 strategies is an increased pursuit of
grant funding. Grant funding might be a viable source of funding for a few “big-ticket” projects like
camps but since we are gradually increasing camps (projected to double each of the next two years)
we deem current donor funding sufficient. Grants will more likely be pursued later when Shade for
Children is ready to purchase or rent property.

In three-five years, we anticipate a shift towards more Direct Support for families-in-crises,
foster and adoptive families, and for “Aged-Out” orphans, because of government
deinstitutionalization efforts. Our Photobook project, and perhaps “An Orphan’s Prayer” may be
rendered obsolete and that’s ok. We will continue to provide camps but perhaps with greater
emphasis on foster and adoptive children and probably “Family Camps” for foster and adoptive
families. We expect there will always be some institutionalized children, although more of them might
be disabled children as they unfortunately get left behind in the deinstitutionalization effort. If there
are institutionalized children, we will continue weekly orphanage visitation.

FINANCIAL STRATEGY RECOMMENDATIONS

As previously mentioned in our strategic priorities above, the financial implications of the
current assessment of the Program Portfolio indicates a need to increase and diversify funding. There
is a tremendous need, based on our 2020 Marketing Plan, to increase and diversify the current donor
base to include younger monthly donors and we propose the following ideas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

We expect the soon-to-be installed Board of Directors to recruit new donors. Eighty percent of
the Board represents the desired demographics for future donors so the Board should be
effective, essentially recruiting their peers, to support Shade for Children.
We will have the ability to target our desired demographic very specifically with our Google
AdGrant for Nonprofits.
We plan to enlist existing subscribers to “An Orphan’s Prayer” to refer their friends; maybe
creating some sort of referral incentives.
We plan to develop an effective email sequence to nurture email newsletter subscribers and
those who engage with Shade for Children via social media.
The possible development of a joint venture business to help support the nonprofit.
One recommendation not included in the 15 core strategies, but one that should be pursued
later, is to develop a fee structure for client services.

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY PLANS
Section 3.5 defined at least four recommendations relative to Organizational Capacity. Two of
those four are deemed to be immediately important (actionable within the next 12 months), Preparing

to increase Infrastructure, and Implementing a long-term, more sustainable funding plan for the
organization.
While Shade for Children may still be 3-5 years away from operating some sort of Day Center
for at-risk teens or families-in-crisis or simply as a base of operation/training center, the time is now to
consider first how such a facility might be used which influences design and staffing which in turn
affects fundraising and budgeting. Two of the 15 recommended strategies above address preliminary
planning (Operational Plans) for both a Day Center and a Camp Facility. The Operational Plans will
present a big picture that will be the basis for more detailed business plans down the road.
Two of the fifteen recommended strategies focus on expanding and diversifying the donor base
and two additional strategies (implementing a client case management system and establishing a
baseline for support) will later influence the development of a fee structure for client services.

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PLANS
Of the top three priorities identified in Section 3.6 only one, “Fundraising and Planning for
sustainability”, is addressed as one of the top 15 strategies to be implemented over the course of
2021. Two other priorities, 1) Leadership and Governance, and 2) Staff Development, are important,
but not critical needs. Even though Leadership and Governance, and specifically the fact that the Board
has not yet held its initial/organizational board meeting, were highlighted among the priorities, it is not
a critical concern nor is it a long-term concern for this Strategic Plan because much of the concern will
be alleviated with the pending initial board meeting scheduled for the end of April. It would be unfair
to cite concerns regarding Governance and leadership from the Board until next year at the earliest,
giving the Board time to revise and amend the Board Governance Manual and time to evaluate the
Director. Likewise, even though there is ongoing recruitment and management of volunteers, Shade

for Children does not foresee hiring employees for at least two years. The Director and the Board need
to begin preparing policies and procedures relative to staff development, but they aren’t needed in the
immediate future.

NONPROFIT DASHBOARD AND KPIS
Dashboard and outcome data is readily available for every platform currently being used
(DenariOnline, GlobalGiving, Mighty Cause, DonorSee, ECCU, Charity Tracker, MailChimp, ConvertKit,
Hootsuite, Facebook, Google, Instagram, Linked-in, et.al.) The problem isn’t lack of data, the problem is
an overabundance of data and how to best utilize it to make strategic decisions. As we continue to
establish baseline data with Charity Tracker and as we develop specific training opportunities
(workshops, skill camps, mentor programs, etc.) we will generate additional measurable outcomes and
key performance indicators.
The KPI’s we choose to track are listed below and in Figure 8.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newsletter subscription and open rates through MailChimp.
An Orphan’s Prayer subscription and open rates through ConvertKit.
CTEN Donor statistics through DenariOnline.
Crowdfunding Metrics through GlobalGiving, MightyCause, and DonorSee.
Social Media Metrics through Hootsuite.
Client Metrics through Charity Tracker.

FIGURE 8
Shade for Children Key Performance Indicators 2021

Newsletter Subscriptions

Increase 20% per year.

Newsletter Open Rate

Below 20% triggers review.

An Orphan’s Prayer

1000 subscribers in 2 years

Orphan Prayer Open Rate

Less than 50% triggers review.

CTEN Donors

Any drop triggers review.

Social Media

Establish baselines in 2021

Charity Tracker

Establishing basel

CHANGE MANAGEMENT PLAN RELATED TO STRATEGIC PLAN
Fully two-thirds of the proposed core strategies require little more than being diligent to “work
the system” and checking off boxes. That’s not to say there won’t be challenges. Even checking boxes
could be a major challenge as we continue to scale up services. During our first full year of operation,
we could keep all the pertinent data about the kids or families we served in our heads, and we could
rattle off financial information at any given time. However, as we scale-up our operations to serve

more clients, and attract more donors, we anticipate the following changes that need to happen to
implement our plans:
1.

The strategy to implement a client management system requires discipline to maintain

the new system. It’s no good if it’s not current and accurate. We will try to update as needed, daily
when possible, and make sure it is up to date at the end of each month to inform our newsletter and
reporting mechanisms.
2.

The strategy to optimize and increase marketing requires learning and applying

marketing concepts and skills necessary to effectively use our Google AdGrant for Nonprofits and to
create effective email sequences for An Orphan’s Prayer. Our subscription goals are lofty, and we need
to master using targeted advertising. Shade for Children spent $400 in 2020 using Facebook Ads to
little or no effect in part because of the learning curve.
3.

The strategy to produce online content requires learning new skills and possibly

acquiring new hardware to create online content or recruiting other experts. Shade for Children has
conducted live training and workshops on a variety of subjects, mostly related to trauma in orphaned
and vulnerable children and opportunities for volunteering. One challenge will be to develop a list of
possible topics and then prioritize them taking special care to research available online training or
experts within the orphan-care domain and utilizing them in cases where they are more qualified or
better equipped. A second challenge is figuring out the appropriate technology since such a training
session will necessarily require more than just a “talking head”. We can edit videos and we can join a
Zoom meeting, but the Executive Staff does not possess the skills to create a great “teaching” video
with a balance of “talking head” and other content (powerpoint, prezi, etc).
4.

The strategy to launch Ukrainian language online content opens the door for greater

exposure and opportunity which does not pose any real technical challenges (outside of creating

video/teaching content), but when the Ukrainian website goes live, we may not have the operational
capacity to deal with what could be a drastic increase in requests for direct support. Launching the
Ukrainian website might be a cart-before-the-horse scenario since we don’t expect to have policies and
procedures to determine the distribution of direct support or the increase in budget until next year.
However, we are excited about putting forth training and resources and using the website to inform
and recruit volunteers.
5.

Submit to greater accountability through our new Board of Directors. The Director is

used to doing what he wanted, when, and how he wanted.
6.

The strategy to “Strengthen partnership with local and regional government

authorities…” presents a challenge because we don’t know yet if government authorities such as our
city or regional social service departments even care what we’re doing. Yet, we recognize the need to
be on their radar. We want them to be aware of our ministry and the services we can provide and the
clients we are helping. This strategy might require humility, submission, and transparency.

APPENDIX 1. BUDGET HISTORY AND PROJECTIONS

APPENDIX 2. BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
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